UI/UX Software Specialist (m,f,d)
Data defines our lives. Whether it's climate change, crisis management or economic transformation - data forms the basis for almost
everything. We have been commissioned by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Climate Protection with a research project on
data-driven early crisis detection and crisis defense, and so we are now building the data-sovereign future of Europe! Are you in?

Your role..

Your qualifications…
You have a degree in design, human-computer
interaction or related relevant fields and at least 2
years of professional experience as a UX/UI
designer.

Working closely with the software development
team and product owners, you will ensure that the
usability of our products and websites is enhanced.
You play a central role in the product development
process and drive design projects from the
conception phase to the roll-out of the product.

You have a strong knowledge in current design tools
and methodologies (Adobe Creative Il/Ps/Id/Ae,
Sketch, Figma and common prototyping tools).

You create mock-ups and prototypes to transport
and test designs and coach the team in UI and UX
topics, keeping yourself permanently and
independently up to date.

Developing user-friendly software is your passion
and you have a high level of technical
understanding.

In addition, you support the marketing team in
achieving our business goals by professionally
designing presentations and content for our
marketing channels.

You have the ability to break down complicated
processes into simple and understandable steps,
are assertive and able to defend your design
decisions and rationale to technical and nontechnical stakeholders.
A practical know-how in Wordpress and hands-on
experience in front-end frameworks like Angular,
Vue or React are an advantage.

Who we are…
The roots of Advaneo GmbH go back to 2002.
Originating as a spin-off of a research institute at RWTH
Aachen University, we have been dealing with business
analytics, data management and AI for more than 20 years.

With Data-Spaces-as-a-Service, Advaneo offers a unique IT
infrastructure for the new, federated world of the data
economy.
We support companies in developing and rapidly
implementing new, forward-looking data-based business
models together with partners. The focus here is on data
security and data sovereignty.

Our office in Düsseldorf's Medienhafen guarantees you a
pleasant working environment in a young team and a relaxed
atmosphere. If you are interested in the position, please send us
your application, including CV, cover letter and salary
requirements, by e-mail to :
We are looking forward to hearing from you!
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